
The update has shown to shrink the radius that businesses are visible in the local pack.

This puts more strain on service companies to invest more in other marketing channels to help 
generate lost leads.

This also forces service companies to consider opening multiple locations across their service 
area to improve visibility in local search.

Google will trigger an exact match keyword for a search term that has a similar intention (these 
are called close variants). For example, triggering a pest control ad for a bed bug search term. 
This has taken away some control from the advertiser and flipped our strategy on its head. 

As a result, conversion rates have dropped because Google may serve an ad that is not relevant 
to the search query.

Along with the continued rise in average CPCs, this has resulted in a higher CPL for many 
advertisers. 

Identify strategic locations throughout service area where visibility for your business is lacking 
and rent commercial space.

Try to keep your physical locations in different cities or at least 25 miles apart.

Implement a review generation strategy once your location is live as reviews are a major 
ranking factor in local search.

Google's continued focus on making location and 
proximity a major ranking factor.

The ROI on traditional PPC is not what it once was.

CAUSE - Google’s biggest local search algorithm update in five 
years in Dec. 2021

CAUSE - Google has taken away many controls that advertisers 
have historically used to optimize campaigns.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Keep a close eye on your paid conversion rate and CPL to ensure it does not put too much 
strain on your finances.

Max out your budget for Local Services by Google. GLS maintains a CPL 50% lower than 
Google Ads and makes up more than half of total paid leads between Google Ads and GLS.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

What are the major causes for 
rising costs and results becoming 
increasingly difficult?
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